Numa Announces Virtual Software Solutions

Chicago, November 23, 2012 - As Numa, Inc. (Amherst, NH) enters its 20th year, they are pleased to announce virtual and software solutions for customers who would like to supply their own computer platform or virtual environments. Numa’s connectivity and image management solutions have been validated to work with VMware®. Current customers can migrate their products to these software solutions.

Is this the end of the Numa Box? Hardly. Numa continues to offer quality computer hardware solutions for those who wish to have turn-key solutions that include computer hardware, onsite installation, training and support. Now customers have the option of running Numa’s products in the easily managed, reliable and cost effective virtual environment.

Lawrence Smith, President of Numa stated, “Imaging department managers appreciate the extra work space by not having another computer in the department. Biomedical and IT professionals appreciate the ease of managing and maintaining the virtual systems.”

About Numa

Since 1992, Numa has been the leader in molecular imaging multi-vendor connectivity, image management and software integration. Numa’s solutions deliver enhanced throughput, efficiency and productive workflow with reliable performance, backed by professional support.

The company plays a vital role in thousands of imaging departments worldwide. Numa’s advanced solutions are available directly from Numa and through distributors. Contact Numa at 800-SEE-NUMA, info@numa-inc.com or visit www.numa-inc.com for more information.